Abstract-Model-based design using the Simulink modeling formalism and associated toolchain has gained popularity in the development of real-time embedded systems. However, the current research on software synthesis for Simulink models has a critical gap for providing a deterministic, semantics-preserving implementation on multicore architectures with partitioned fixedpriority scheduling. In this paper, we consider a semanticspreservation mechanism that combines (1) the RT blocks from Simulink, and (2) task offset assignment to separate the time windows to access shared buffers by communicating tasks. We study the software synthesis problem that optimizes control performance by judiciously assigning task offsets, task priorities, and task communication mechanisms. We develop a problemspecific exact algorithm that uses an abstraction layer to hide the complexity of timing analysis. Experimental results show that it may run a few orders of magnitude faster than a direct formulation in integer linear programming.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the development of control-centric real-time embedded systems, the use of the Simulink formalism and associated toolchain is becoming widespread, largely because of the possibility to validate/verify the correctness of the Simulink model. To reduce implementation errors and shorten turnaround times, code generators such as Simulink Coder are provided to automatically generate software implementations on single-core architectures. Simulink Coder adds Rate Transition (RT) blocks between communicating functional blocks with different rates [25] , to ensure semantics-preserving software implementations (i.e., those matching the logical-time semantics in the model).
With the single-core processors reaching their limit, modern embedded systems are now moving towards multicore architectures for higher efficiency and performance. In this paper, we consider the problem of optimizing the software implementation of Simulink models, under partitioned preemptive fixed priority scheduling on multicore platforms. Such a scheduling policy is adopted by industrial standards like AUTOSAR, by commercial real-time operating systems (e.g., VxWorks, LynxOS, and ThreadX), and in particular, by Simulink Coder [25] .
The current solutions for semantics-preserving implementation for Simulink models, including those provided by the commercial code generators, do not scale to multicore architectures. For example, the Simulink toolchain from MathWorks relies on users to specify the data communication mechanisms, and the generated code may have non-deterministic behavior and cannot guarantee to be semantics-preserving [25] . Briefly speaking, RT blocks alone only work for communicating functional blocks on the same core, since they leverage priority orders between blocks to ensure deterministic execution orders. But for multicore with partitioned scheduling, they are obviously insufficient since blocks on different cores are now scheduled separately.
To fulfill this critical need, we provide a mechanism that leverages RT blocks and additionally allocates offsets to blocks, to enforce a deterministic execution order that matches the model semantics. Such a mechanism additionally benefits system timing predictability, as tasks on different cores do not simultaneously access the same global variables in the shared memory, alleviating the difficulties to analyze task worst case execution times on multicore [4] , [2] .
The RT blocks, however, come with a cost on additional memory requirements. Moreover, they may introduce additional functional delays in the control loop, causing control performance degradation and even system instability [10] . On the other hand, the functional delay can also relax the input/output dependency and increase system schedulability. Hence, we consider the problem of software synthesis for Simulink, that preserves the logical-time execution semantics and optimizes a weighted sum of the functional delays in the Simulink model to approximate their impact on control quality.
A. Contributions and Paper Organization.
In this paper, we make the following contributions.
• We leverage a mechanism for ensuring semanticspreserving software implementation of Simulink models on multicore with partitioned fixed-priority scheduling. The idea is to separate their time windows of accessing the shared memory buffer, by assigning appropriate activation offset to software tasks.
• We propose to optimize the software implementation of Simulink models by judicious task priority assignment, task offset assignment, and addition of RT blocks and their functional delays on communication links.
• We design a new, problem-specific exact algorithm that is substantially faster than integer linear programming (ILP) while preserving the optimality of the solution, demonstrated by randomly generated systems and an industrial case study.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II summarizes the related work. Section III provides the preliminary knowledge on Simulink model semantics, and Section IV presents the mechanism for semantics preservation on multicore platforms. Section V defines the optimization problem. Section VI proposes the problem specific exact algorithm. Section VII shows the experimental results. Finally, Section VIII concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK
Although our focus is on Simulink, we discuss the related work in the broader context of Synchronous Reactive (SR) model of computation, as it is the underlying modeling formalism for Simulink [25] . SR is supported in several other languages and tools such as Esterel [3] , Lustre [15] , and Prelude [13] , [19] .
On single-core platforms, the research has been fairly advanced, and we provide a selective review below. Esterel or Lustre models are typically implemented as a single executable that runs according to an event server model [22] . The longest chain of reactions to any event shall be completed within the system base period (the greatest common divisor of all periods in the system). For multi-rate systems, this imposes a very strong condition on real-time schedulability that is typically infeasible in cost-sensitive application domains such as automotive [10] . The commercial code generators for Simulink models (e.g., Simulink Coder from MathWorks) provide two options. The first is a single-task executing at the base period, which is essentially the same approach as [22] . The second is a fixed-priority multitask implementation, where one task is generated for each period in the model, and tasks are scheduled by rate monotonic policy. Caspi et al. [6] provide the conditions of semantics-preservation in a multitask implementation. Di Natale et al. [11] propose to optimize the multitask implementation of multi-rate Simulink models with respect to the control performance and the required memory, and develop a branch-and-bound algorithm. Later in [10] , an ILP formulation is provided. The task implementation and schedulability analysis for SR models containing finite state machines (FSMs) are studied in [18] and [29] respectively. Zhao et al. [30] develop a set of optimization techniques to efficiently optimize the real-time software implementing systems with FSMs.
Comparably, the research on the implementation of SR models on multicore and distributed systems is rather limited. Prelude [13] , [19] provides rules and operators for the selection of a mapping onto platforms with Earliest Deadline First (EDF) scheduling, including multicore architectures [23] , [20] . The enforcement of the partial execution order required by the SR model semantics is obtained in Prelude by a deadline modification algorithm. The communication mechanisms on multicore platforms including those for semantics preservation are discussed in [28] . Pagetti et al. [20] provide design experiences for an avionics case study modeled in Simulink and implemented on a many-core platform. This case study is also used to develop a tool that generates code, where task scheduling is time-triggered and the functional delays are presumed to be given [14] . Puffitsch et al. present approaches to automatically map tasks to cores on a manycore architecture with EDF [23] or tick-based scheduling [24] .
The commercial Simulink tool requires the user to specify if a delay block shall be added on a communication link and ensure the associated deadlines are met [25] , but this is very difficult without automated tool support. [27] studies the problem of mapping multi-rate synchronous blocks onto multicore architectures with partitioned fixed-priority scheduling. However, it assumes the task execution order and task priority assignment are given. In addition, it only considers the limited case where communication is restricted among blocks with the same period. Our focus is different from [27] in that we assume block to core mapping is given, and we aim to optimize task execution order (and consequently delay block assignment) w.r.t. control performance. Overall, our paper is the first to automate and optimize delay block assignment in the synthesis of semantics-preserving software for Simulink models on multicore with fixed-priority scheduling.
On distributed architectures, the implementation of SR models has been discussed in several papers such as [7] , [21] , [5] , [26] . Specifically, techniques for generating semanticspreserving implementations of SR models on Time-Triggered Architecture (TTA) are presented in [7] . Methods for desynchronization in distributed implementations are discussed in [5] , [21] . A general mapping framework from SR models to unsynchronized architecture platforms is presented in [26] , where the mapping uses intermediate layers with queues and then back-pressure communication channels. In Simulink, each implementable functional block N i is triggered periodically, and is associated with a period T i . That is, the k-th instance of N i is triggered at time r i (k) = k · T i . Blocks interface with other blocks using a set of input ports and a set of output ports. Input ports carry signals sampled with the period T i . The output signals are produced with the same period on the output ports.
III. SIMULINK MODEL SEMANTICS
Each link N i , N j in E connects the output port of block N i (the writer) to an input port of block N j (the reader). Simulink assumes that for each writer-reader relation, the periods of the reader and writer are harmonic. If the output of N j is directly dependent on its input from N i , then there is a precedence constraint associated with the link. We refer to this precedence as direct feedthrough dependency and denote it as N i → N j . Let i j (k) be the input to the k-th instance of N j . The SR semantics specifies that i j (k) equals the output of the last instance of N i , denoted by o i (m), that is triggered no later than the k-th instance of N j :
The SR semantics also allows for delayed communication, where the delay is limited to one unit in Simulink. If the communication is delayed, N j does not depend on the output of the most recently triggered instance of N i ; instead the previous value is read. That is,
We refer to this scenario as unit delay communication, and denote it as N i Fig. 1 : Input/output relation with unit delay on the communication link. Figure 1 shows the effect of adding a unit delay on the communication link. We can see that there is more time between the writer instance from which the data is produced and the reader instance by which it is consumed. This gives more flexibility in scheduling the reader/writer blocks. However, this delay requires additional storage in memory for buffering the variables during the time interval between the data production and consumption. Furthermore, the added delay increases endto-end latency which might cause performance degradation especially for control algorithms.
In summary, in Simulink semantics the data exchanged by two communicating blocks are clearly defined by the model. With direct feedthrough dependencies, the reader reads the data produced by the most recently triggered instance of the writer. For communication with unit delay, data from the previous instance is used. In both cases, there should be no confusion and the writer instance of each data item consumed by a reader is explicitly defined by the model.
IV. SEMANTICS-PRESERVING IMPLEMENTATION ON MULTICORE
In this paper, we consider the problem where the communication mode (direct feedthrough or unit delay) for each link is part of the decision variables. When generating software code for Simulink models, the implementation shall behave identically to the model, in the sense that the input/output data flows of the model with the selected modes are preserved in the implementation. We focus on multicore architectures with partitioned fixed-priority preemptive scheduling. We assume that each block N i is implemented by a dedicated real-time software task τ i , and use the terms block and task interchangeably. Thus the number of tasks equals the number of nodes in the directed graph Γ. In the implementation, each task τ i is statically allocated to a core E i , and is assigned with a fixed priority p i , where p i > p j represents that τ i has a higher priority than τ j . C i denotes the Worst Case Execution Time (WCET) of τ i . Also, Simulink assumes that each task τ i has an implicit deadline, meaning any instance of τ i shall finish before the trigger time of the next instance.
We consider a semantics-preservation mechanism that combines the RT blocks from Simulink and task offset assignment [28] . RT blocks are a specialization of the more general category of wait-free buffers [8] . They require that the sender and receiver have harmonic periods (one period must be an integer multiple of the other). These blocks are placed between the writer and the reader, to forward appropriate data from the writer to the reader and to provide initial data values when necessary. Specifically, an RT block consists of a shared buffer and an update function that writes the data by the writer to the shared buffer. It executes within the context of the writer at the end of its execution. Correspondingly, the reader reads the data from the shared buffer at the beginning of its execution.
Offset assignment intends to separate the access to shared memory from the communicating blocks on different cores and enforce a global execution order. Specifically, for each block τ i , we assign an activation offset O i that is smaller than its period T i . Whenever τ i is triggered, it will wait until O i time unit later to be ready for execution. Hence, the activation time (the time it is ready for execution) of the k-th instance of τ i becomes r i (k) + O i (but the deadline is still r i (k) + T i ). The worst-case response time (WCRT) of task τ i , denoted as R i , is the maximum delay from its activation to its finish. It is computed as the least fixed point of the following equation
where hp(i) is the set of tasks that have higher priority than τ i and are allocated to the same core.
We now discuss the requirements of semantics preservation and how the proposed mechanism works. A general rule is that the execution orders among blocks must be properly enforced, as defined below. Definition 1. An execution order f i,j denotes the constraint that τ i must execute before τ j whenever they are triggered together. Equivalently, whenever two tasks τ i and τ j are triggered at the same time, τ i must complete before τ j starts.
A. Intra-core Communication
For intra-core communication, i.e., when the reader and writer are assigned to the same core, the fact that these blocks are on the same core and the priority order is well defined helps ensure proper operation of RT blocks and hence semantics preservation.
For a direct feedthrough link τ i → τ j , f i,j shall be enforced to ensure τ i executes before τ j . This requires to assign τ i with a higher priority than τ j . Additionally, since blocks have activation offset, τ i shall be activated before τ j . The RT block behaves like a Zero-Order Hold block. Its output update function executes at the slower rate of the two, but within (and at the priority of) the writer.
The scheduling diagram is depicted in Figure 2 . Specifically, the offset and priority assignments ensure that the writer τ i executes first, followed by the RT block's output update function (denoted as striped boxes in the figure). Afterward, the reader τ j reads data from the RT block. The data will be held by the RT block and read by all instances of the reader until it is updated again.
This rule is formally summarized as follows. When a low rate writer τ i communicates to a high rate reader τ i , enforcing execution order f i,j typically worsens schedulability since it violates the rate-monotonic policy. One alternative is to add a unit delay to relax the direct feedthrough dependency.
Rule 1. Enforcing execution order f i,j for intra-core communication from τ i to τ j implies the following constraints
∀ τ i , τ j with E i = E j : f i,j ⇒ (O i ≤ O j ) ∧ (p i > p j ) (4) N i N j O i O j ≥ O i
For a unit delay communication τ i

−1
→ τ j , the reader τ j should be assigned with a higher priority, and the offset of the writer τ i shall be no smaller than that of τ j . The purpose of the assignment is to prevent race condition caused by τ j preempting τ i while τ i is updating the shared buffer. In this case, the RT block behaves like a Unit Delay block plus a Hold block (Sample and Hold). It supplies an initial value for the data and holds the delayed data values for the necessary time period. As illustrated in Figure 3 , the RT block state update function (the gridded box) executes in the context (and at the rate) of the lower priority writer. The RT block output update function (the striped box) runs in the context of the higher priority reader, but at the rate of the slower block.
The design rule is formally summarized as follows. In fact, it is symmetric to Rule 1.
Rule 2. For intra-core communication from τ i to τ j , adding a unit delay between τ i and τ j requires to enforce execution order f j,i that implies the following constraints
B. Inter-core Communication
When the reader and writer blocks are assigned to different cores with partitioned scheduling, preserving the Simulink semantics is more challenging since there is no notion of global priority. Hence, we shall rely on offset assignment to enforce a global execution order and avoid simultaneous access to shared memory from the communicating blocks on different cores.
The implementation of the RT blocks themselves remains the same as the single-core case. Feedthrough RT blocks consist of an output update function executing within the context of the writer but at the rate of the slower block. The global shared variable is the output variable of the RT block. Unit delay RT blocks consist of a state update function executing along with the writer, and an output update function executing in the context of the reader but at the rate of the slower block. The global shared variable is the state variable of the RT block.
For direct feedthrough communication τ i → τ j , to ensure that τ i executes before τ j , it suffices to assign τ j with an activation offset no smaller than the offset of τ i plus the WCRT of τ i , such that τ j can only start after the finish of the instance of τ i that feeds it. Formally, the design rule is stated in Rule 3. The corresponding scheduling diagram is illustrated in Figure 4 . As in the figure, the global variable shared between cores, the output variable of the RT block, is never accessed simultaneously from different cores: the RT block updates it before the reader's activation time.
Rule 3. Enforcing execution order f i,j for a writer τ i and reader τ j allocated on different cores requires the following constraint
→ τ j , we assign τ i with an offset no smaller than the offset of τ j plus the delay caused by performing the RT block output update (denoted as R RT i,j ). Since this update is performed in the context of τ j , R RT i,j can be computed as the WCRT of τ j assuming its WCET is that of the RT block output update function C RT . That is,
As shown in Figure 5 , the writer τ i may not start until the RT block output update has finished execution to allow the RT block copies from its state variable (and consequently the data generated by the previous instance of τ i ). Implicitly, a partial execution order f j,i is enforced. Also, the global shared variable, the state variable of the RT block, is never accessed simultaneously by tasks on the two cores: the RT block state update function (gridded box in the figure) is guaranteed to execute after the previous RT block output update (striped box) is finished and before the next one starts. The rule can be stated as follows. 
The previous section shows that different priority assignments and execution orders require different numbers of unit delay RT blocks. The use of unit delay RT blocks comes at the cost of introducing additional functional delay, which may worsen the control performance. In this paper, we consider the problem of optimizing semantics-preserving implementation of Simulink models such that the weighted sum of added unit delay blocks is minimized, where the weight for each link is determined by the designer, based on the effect of added unit delay on the control performance. The decision variables are the task execution order (and consequently the addition of unit delay), priority assignment, and offset assignment. The constraints include system schedulability and those implied by the execution order enforcement. Task periods, WCETs, and allocation to cores are assumed to be given.
By Rules 1-4, a unit delay RT block is introduced whenever an execution order f j,i for a writer τ i and reader τ j is enforced. Thus the objective is equivalent to minimizing the weighted cost of enforcing f j,i for all writer-reader pairs τ i , τ j . We introduce a set of binary variables t i,j defined as
Each link τ i , τ j introduces two binary variables t i,j and t j,i corresponding to two possible execution orders. The optimization problem can then be formally expressed as 
is the set of execution order variables, and w i,j is the cost on adding a unit delay to the link τ i , τ j . The last two sets of constraints correspond to anti-symmetry and transitivity of execution orders. The former means that if τ i has a higher order than τ j (t i,j = 1), then τ j must have a lower order than τ i (t j,i = 0). The later enforces that if τ i has a higher order than τ k (t i,k = 1) and τ k has a higher order than τ j (t k,j = 1), then τ i must have a higher order than τ j (t i,j = 1).
In (10), the (rather simplified) objective function approximates the impact of unit delays on control performance. It assumes that unit delay blocks are independent from each other in causing control degradation. The cost of a unit delay block can be computed following the procedure in e.g., [16] . Specifically, it first simulates the control model configured with a set of (selected) scenarios of unit delay addition, to get the control error (the difference between the control output and the reference) corresponding to each scenario. It then uses a linear function to approximate the dependency of the control performance (in terms of control error) on the added delay.
VI. CUSTOMIZED OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM
A direct ILP formulation of the problem (as detailed in Appendix A) is inherently complex, mainly caused by the formulation of priority assignment and response time analysis, which introduces O(n 2 ) number of integer variables. In addition, the extensive use of big-M method in the formulation also increases numerical difficulty. As a result, this approach, even solved with commercial ILP solvers such as CPLEX, does not scale well to large systems.
In this paper, we propose an alternative technique that is exact but runs much faster than ILP. Our main idea is to use a simple, abstract form of feasibility constraints to hide the details of response time analysis, schedulability constraints, and execution order implied constraints from Problem (10). These constraints are handled using a dedicated procedure that is much more efficient than formulating them in ILP. Central to our abstraction technique is the concept of Minimal Infeasible partial eXecution Orders (MIXO), which represents a minimal set of execution orders that is sufficient to cause infeasibility. We first give its definition and study its property.
A. The concept of MIXO Definition 2. For task system Γ, we define a partial execution order set F = {f i1,j1 , .., f im,jm } as a collection of execution orders. The number of elements in F is denoted as |F |.
Definition 3.
A task system Γ is said to be F -feasible for a given partial execution order set F , or informally F is feasible, if and only if there exists a priority and offset assignment such that (i) all tasks are schedulable; and (ii) the implied constraints by each execution order f i,j ∈ F are satisfied. Formally, this is described by the following constraint satisfiability problem 
F is obviously infeasible since given that C 3 > T 2 , any priority assignment that schedules τ 3 at higher priority than τ 2 would cause τ 2 to miss its deadline.
We now reformulate problem (10) using the concept of Ffeasibility. Specifically, we re-interpret the original problem (10) as a problem of finding the optimal feasible partial execution order set F , which specifies one execution order,
In the following, we introduce our abstraction technique for formulating the constraints of F -feasibility. Theorem 1. Let F and F be two partial execution order sets such that F ⊆ F . It is
Proof: Since F will impose constraints that are a subset of those from F , if a feasible priority and offset assignment exists for F , it must be a feasible assignment for F too. Corollary 1. By contrapositive law, for two partial execution order sets F ⊆ F , there is
From the perspective of the reformulated problem (13), Corollary 1 suggests that if a partial execution order set F is known to be infeasible, then the search for the optimal feasible F shall avoid any superset of F . Thus an infeasible partial execution order set F provides a clue for performing search space reduction. Intuitively, the smaller the F , the greater the number of infeasible partial execution order sets it can capture. In the following, we introduce a special type of partial execution order set that is minimal and infeasible.
Definition 4. A partial execution order set U is a Minimal Infeasible partial eXecution Order set (MIXO) if and only if
• Γ is not U -feasible
Example 2. Consider two partial execution order sets F 1 = {f 0,1 , f 3,2 } and F 2 = {f 3,2 } for the example system in Figure 6 . Though both are infeasible, F 1 is not a MIXO since F 2 ⊂ F 1 and F 2 is infeasible. F 2 is a MIXO however, as its only proper subset F = ∅ ⊂ F 2 is feasible. Intuitively, F 1 is redundant in the presence of F 2 in the sense that the infeasibility of F 1 is implied by that of F 2 .
A MIXO U implies the following constraint
since we cannot simultaneously satisfy all the execution orders in U due to its infeasibility. We call (16) the implied feasibility constraint by U . Our main idea is to use the above constraint as an alternative for modeling F -feasibility. Comparing with the ILP formulation in Section A, (16) abstracts away the details of priority assignment, response time analysis, and the implied constraints by the execution orders in U .
In the following we first discuss algorithms for calculating MIXO, then introduce an iterative optimization procedure that selectively adds MIXO implied constraints.
B. MIXO Calculation
Given an infeasible partial execution order set F , Algorithm 1 computes a MIXO. Specifically, the algorithm iteratively visits each execution order f i,j in F and attempts to remove it. If removing f i,j allows F to be feasible, then f i,j is added back to F . Intuitively, this suggests that f i,j is part of the reason for causing F -infeasibility. Otherwise f i,j is removed. At the end of the algorithm, F is maintained to be infeasible and has a property that removing any element from it causes it to be feasible. Thus the resulting F satisfies the two conditions in Definition 4, and it is a MIXO.
Note that an infeasible set F may contain multiple MIXOs. To compute a different MIXO U from F , one way is to first perturb F into a different infeasible F such that F U (i.e., by removing an element f i,j ∈ U from F ), then apply Algorithm 1 on F . Since F U , it is guaranteed that the newly computed MIXO U will be different from U.
The key of Algorithm 1 is a procedure for testing Ffeasibility (Line 4). The procedure needs to be efficient since it is invoked |F | times for each run of Algorithm 1. In the following, we first introduce an exact analysis of F -feasibility and then a necessary-only but much faster analysis.
1) Exact Analysis:
The exact analysis of F -feasibility requires to accurately solve the constraint satisfiability problem (11) . A straightforward solution is to use an ILP formulation similar to the one introduced in Appendix A. However, this is for each f i,j ∈ F do 3:
if F becomes feasible then 5:
end if
7:
end for 8:
return F 9: end function very slow due to similar complexity issues to those discussed at the beginning of this section. In this paper, we leverage the MUDA (Maximal Unschedulable Deadline Assignment)-guided priority assignment optimization framework [31] . It can solve the following problem highly efficiently, where the decision space consists of priority assignment, and G(X) ≤ 0 represents additional linear constraints on task WCRTs
The main idea of the MUDA-guided framework is to avoid formulating task WCRT calculation and view (17) as a problem of finding a schedulable deadline assignment that satisfies G(X) ≤ 0. For instance, consider Example 1, MUDA-guided framework re-interprets the F -feasibility problem in (12) as the following deadline assignment problem
where variable d i represents the (virtual) deadline of τ i .
The MUDA-guided framework consists of two main components: (i) an ILP that only tries to find a deadline assignment satisfying G(X) ≤ 0; and (ii) a revised Audsley's algorithm [1] that calculates task WCRTs and checks whether the deadline assignment returned from solving the ILP allows a schedulable priority assignment. If not, it generalizes the solution to a MUDA, converts to an abstract form of constraints and adds back to the ILP for refinement.
We now look closer on how F -feasibility analysis can be casted as a MUDA-guided optimization problem. Consider the example in (12) . The constraints can be divided into two parts:
Offset constraints: Partial priority order constraints: 
The offset constraints can be included in G(X) ≤ 0 in (17) . The partial priority order constraints can be enforced in the second component of the framework, namely, the revised Audsley's algorithm for checking schedulability and computing MUDAs. Specifically, like Audsley's algorithm, it tries to find a task that can be assigned at a particular priority level starting from the lowest priority. However, when choosing the candidate task at the current priority level, it shall guarantee that no given partial priority order (PPO) constraint is violated.
We now present a necessary only analysis that runs much faster, hence can quickly find MIXOs.
2) Necessary Only Analysis:
Given a partial execution order set F and consequently a set of partial priority order constraints, the necessary only analysis for F -feasibility uses a quick procedure (Algorithm 2) to derive the smallest WCRT for each task τ i (denoted asŘ i ) as well as that of the RT block update function (denoted asŘ RT i,j ), among all priority assignments that meet the partial priority order constraints. If the offset constraints (the left-hand side of Equation (19) Algorithm 2 gives a procedure for computingŘ i . It takes as input the set of partial priority order constraints implied by F . The observation is that computingŘ i is equivalent to finding the minimum deadline for τ i while maintaining system schedulability (i.e., all tasks are schedulable), which can be done using a simple binary search procedure.Ř RT i,j is computed similarly. The schedulability w.r.t. the PPO constraints at Line 2 and Line 5 can be tested using a similar revised Audsley's algorithm as in Section VI-B1.
The accuracy of the analysis can be further improved by finding a lower boundǑ i on each task offset O i . Given alľ R i andŘ RT i,j , the offset constraints as those in (19) enforce a lower bound on the task offsets. Using (19) as an example, we can deriveǑ 3 =Ř 0 , andǑ 2 = max{Ř 0 ,Ř 1 }.
Since each task τ i needs to be schedulable,Ǒ i suggests that any priority assignment needs to additionally satisfy R i ≤ T i −Ǒ i . Equivalently, this sets a stricter deadlineĎ i = T i −Ǒ i for τ i , which can be used to refine the schedulability analysis at Lines 2 and 5 of Algorithm 2. Specifically, the new stricter deadline setting may causeŘ i to further increase, which again increasesǑ i . We propose an iterative procedure for the above analysis until the fixed point is reached (i.e., none ofǑ i ,Ř i orŘ Extract offset constraints OFF from F 
At Line 4, Algorithm 3 computesŘ 0 = 20 andŘ 3 = 196. Assuming R 0 =Ř 0 and R 3 =Ř 3 , the following offset constraints are obviously unsatisfiable.
Thus the algorithm returns false at Line 6. Now consider another partial execution order set F = {f 3,0 }. By Rule 4, it imposes the following constraint
At Line 4, Algorithm 3 computesŘ RT 0,3 = 10 andŘ 0 = 20. All the offset constraints are satisfied at Line 5. Thus the algorithm proceeds to compute allǑ i , to obtainǑ 0 = 10 andǑ 3 = 0 according to (22) . At Line 9, the deadline of τ 0 is updated toĎ 0 = T 0 −Ǒ 0 = 100 − 10 = 90. In the second iteration of the while loop, Algorithm 3 recomputes allŘ i ,Ř RT i,j andǑ i , and finds them to be the same as the previous iteration, suggesting that a fixed point is reached. Thus the algorithm exits the while loop and returns true (i.e., F = {f 3,0 } is feasible) at Line 11.
Though Algorithm 3 is a necessary only F -feasibility analysis, it is quite useful for quickly identifying obviously infeasible F s. Next, we present the overall customized algorithm that combines the use of necessary only and exact analyses to greatly improve the algorithm efficiency.
C. MIXO-guided Framework
One issue of designing a framework based on MIXOimplied constraint (16) for modeling the feasibility regions is that the total number of MIXOs grows exponentially w.r.t. the size of the system. For example, for a system with m communication links, there are 2m partial execution order variables, and the total number of MIXOs can be C m 2m (a MIXO cannot contains another MIXO). Modeling the entire feasibility region would need to enumerate all MIXOs and their implied constraints, which is obviously impractical for large Step 2
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Step 5 Fig. 7 : MIXO-guided optimization algorithm.
systems. However, this is rarely necessary. In our evaluation on randomly generated systems, we observe that in most cases, the optimal solution can be defined by a relatively small number of MIXOs. Thus, we propose an iterative refinement procedure that selectively explores and adds MIXO-implied constraints guided by the optimization objective. That is, we derive and enforce MIXO-implied constraints only when the optimization algorithm returns infeasible solutions (i.e., the returned partial execution order set is infeasible).
We now present the algorithm in a stepwise manner. Also, Figure 7 summarizes the algorithm flow chart.
Initially, the algorithm takes as input a Simulink model specified in a Directed Graph Γ and with given information on periods, WCETs and core allocation for each functional block.
Step 1. The algorithm starts with an initial problem formulation Π as follows
Compared with the full problem (13), the constraint on Ffeasibility is initially left out.
Step 2. Solve problem Π using integer linear programming solvers (e.g., CPLEX). If Π is infeasible, then the original problem is infeasible and the algorithm terminates (see Remark 1). Otherwise, from the valuation on {t i,j }, construct the partial execution order set F * as F * = {f i,j |t i,j = 1}.
Step 3. Apply the necessary only feasibility analysis in Algorithm 3 to test the feasibility of F * . If F * is deemed feasible, go to Step 4 (and apply the exact analysis). Otherwise, apply Algorithm 1 using the necessary analysis to compute k MIXOs where k is a predefined parameter. Go to Step 5.
Step 4. Apply the exact feasibility analysis introduced in Section VI-B1 on F * . If F * is feasible, then terminate and return the optimal F * . The returned F * specifies the set of execution orders that shall be enforced and thus the set of required unit delay RT blocks. The corresponding priority and offset assignments are derived from the feasibility check of F * . They can then be used in the actual implementation of the Simulink model. If F * is not feasible, apply Algorithm 1 using the exact analysis to compute k MIXOs. Go to Step 5.
Step 5. Add the MIXO-implied feasibility constraints of the k computed MIXOs to problem Π. Return to Step 2. Remark 1. In Step 2, it is possible that problem Π becomes infeasible at some point. This happens for example, when the utilization of the system is so high that no priority assignment can schedule it. In this case, given any partial execution order set F , Algorithm 1 always returns an empty set as the calculated MIXO. The MIXO-implied constraint by an empty set, as defined in (16) , would be 0 ≤ −1, which causes Π to be infeasible.
The algorithm is also guaranteed to terminate. This is because the number of MIXOs is finite, and during each iteration between Steps 2-5, the algorithm will find new MIXOs that are different from known ones.
Finally, if a solution is deemed feasible at Step 4, it must be optimal with respect to the original problem, as it is optimal to a relaxed problem Π: Π only includes the implied constraints of a subset of all MIXOs.
The worst case complexity of the MIXO-guided algorithm may be the same as that of the ILP. Its efficiency mainly comes from exploiting a small number of constraints in simple forms to find the optimal solution, which is often sufficient in practice.
In the following, we demonstrate the proposed framework using the example system in Figure 6 .
Example 4. The algorithm starts with the initial problem Π as follows, since all weights are assumed to be 1
Π also includes the anti-symmetry and transitivity constraints of t i,j variables, and we omit them for ease of presentation.
Iteration 1:
Solving Π returns the partial execution order set.
The system Γ e is not F -feasible due to the existence of partial execution order p 3 > p 2 (as explained in Example 1). The algorithm then computes the following MIXO
The following MIXO-implied constraint is added to Π.
Iteration 2: Solving the updated problem Π returns the following partial execution order set
F * is not feasible and the algorithm computes the following MIXOs
The following MIXO-implied constraints are added to Π.
Iteration 3: Solving Π returns the following partial execution order set
F is now feasible. The optimal solution uses unit delay blocks for communication link τ 3 , τ 2 , τ 0 , τ 3 and τ 1 , τ 2 . The corresponding priority assignments for the two cores are τ 0 τ 1 and τ 2 τ 3 .
VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we present the results of our experimental evaluation. We compare the proposed MIXO-guided optimization framework (denoted as MIXO-guided) and the direct ILP formulation (denoted as ILP), using randomly generated systems with different settings, as well as an industrial case study of automotive fuel injection system. Since both are exact algorithms, we compare them only in terms of their runtimes.
A. Experiments on Random Systems
We first evaluate the performance of MIXO-guided and ILP on random systems across a wide range of settings. We use the tool Task Graphs For Free (TGFF) [12] for generating random directed graphs as the Simulink model. The maximum number of writers to each task is limited to 3 and the maximum number of readers is 2. We consider a dual-core platform. The total number of tasks is varied from 10 to 70, which are then randomly and evenly distributed to the two cores. The system total utilization is randomly selected from the interval [1.4, 1.8]. The utilization of each task is then generated using the UUnifast-Discard algorithm [9] . Task periods are randomly chosen from a predefined set {1, 5, 10, 20, 40, 50, 100, 200, 400, 500, 1000}ms, which contains all the periods from the automotive benchmark [17] . To avoid excessive waiting time on difficult problem instances, we set a time limit of 30min for both techniques.
The average runtime by the two techniques is summarized in Figure 8 . Each data point in the figure represents the average out of 1000 randomly generated systems. For systems with up to 40 tasks, MIXO-guided and ILP have comparable We then fix the total number of tasks to be 50, and check how the runtimes of the algorithms vary with respect to a given system utilization. Hence, we fix the system utilization to be some value between 1.2 and 1.8, and collect the average runtime of both algorithms. Figure 9 illustrates the results. As in the figure, MIXO-guided always runs faster than ILP, and the gap in their algorithm efficiency becomes larger for higher utilization: at 180% system utilization (averagely 90% on each core), MIXO-guided is about 1 to 2 orders of magnitudes faster than ILP.
B. Automotive Fuel Injection System
Our second experiment evaluates on an industrial case study of a simplified fuel-injection system [10] [10] . The case study was originally configured to run on a single-core platform, with a total utilization of 94%. In this paper, we modify the case study for use on a dual-core processor. Specifically, we scale the WCET of each task to reach a total utilization of 190% (on average 95% for each core). We consider various task partition schemes on the two cores, as well as the original system on a single-core architecture.
The results are summarized in Table I , where the first two columns are the number of tasks allocated to each of the two cores. As in the table, while both are capable of finding the same optimal solution, the MIXO-guided optimization technique is 2 to 5 orders of magnitude faster than ILP. It is also interesting to note that although the size of the fuel injection case study is larger than the randomly generated systems in the previous experiment, the performance of MIXOguided algorithm is sometimes better. This is mainly due to the following characteristics of the case study: (i) The total utilization of the case study is very high, almost approaching the limit that allows schedulability; (ii) For many of the low rate to high rate communication links τ i , τ j , the periods of the reader and writer are drastically different (e.g., a 1Hz block communicating to a 250Hz block). Since the WCETs of blocks are roughly proportional to their periods, enforcing an execution order for these links where the lower rate task executes first would easily cause system unschedulability. As a result, for many of the low rate to high rate communication links, there is only one possible partial execution order that may be feasible. For other high rate to low rate communications τ i , τ j , enforcing f i,j is typically the optimal decision as it mostly helps schedulability without having to introduce unit delay blocks.
The proposed MIXO-guided optimization technique readily exploits such characteristics. Specifically, since it starts with an over-approximation of the feasibility region (the constraints on F -feasibility is initially omitted), it naturally attempts to enforce f i,j for all communication τ i , τ j , which is typically optimal for high rate to low rate communication. For low rate to high rate communication τ i , τ j , the fact that many of them have only one feasible execution order would lead the algorithm to compute lots of MIXOs that contain only one element (i.e., U = {f i,j }). The implied constraints of such one-element MIXOs essentially fix the value on the variable t i,j . This quickly leads the algorithm to reduce the search space and identify the optimal solution. Such problem-specific optimization structure appears to be more difficult to exploit in standard ILP.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we study the problem of software synthesis for Simulink models on multicore architectures with partitioned fixed-priority scheduling. We consider a mechanism for semantics preservation on such platforms, that judiciously assigns task offsets and leverages the Simulink RT blocks. This avoids accessing the global shared variables at the same time from the writer and reader on different cores, and enforces a proper execution order between them. We propose to optimize the cost associated to the unit delay RT blocks, and present two approaches. One is a direct ILP formulation, the other is a customized exact procedure. Our evaluation on random systems and on an industrial case study shows that the customized optimization procedure may run several orders of magnitude faster than ILP.
For future work, we plan to include task-to-core allocation into the design space to further improve the solution quality. In addition, the problem can be enhanced by taking into consideration the memory overhead introduced by RT blocks. This may require to impose a constraint on the memory cost from RT blocks, introduced by the limited memory resources on the embedded platform.
APPENDIX
A. ILP Formulation
In this appendix, we detail an integer linear programming (ILP) formulation of the problem in (10) . It is derived by formulating the first two constraints in (10) as (33) and (35) -(39) detailed below.
1) Schedulability Constraints:
We first introduce a binary variable P i,j for each pair of blocks τ i and τ j allocated on the same core, to define their priority order
The priority order shall satisfy the properties of antisymmetry and transitivity.
The response time analysis (3) can then be written as
The product of variable P j,i and the ceiling operator can be linearized by introducing an integer variable Π j,i subject to the following constraint
where Π j,i is an integer variable and M is a large enough constant (e.g., T i /T j ). Intuitively, when τ i has a higher priority than τ j (i.e., P j,i = 0), the above constraint becomes trivially true. Otherwise, Π j,i is enforced to be at least 
The schedulability of τ i requires that it finishes before its deadline
2) Constraints Implied by Execution Orders: We now show how the constraints enforced by the execution orders can be formulated. Four cases are considered, which correspond to Rules 1-4.
Rule 1 and Rule 2 are symmetric to each other. Thus we only demonstrate the formulation for Rule 1 as follows
Intuitively, when t i,j = 1, both P i,j = 1 and O j ≥ O i are enforced. In the other case where t i,j = 0, both constraints are trivially true.
In a similar manner, Rules 3-4 can be formulated as follows
R RT i,j is computed according to (7) . It can be formulated in ILP using constraints similar to (35) and (36).
3) Example:
Example 5. We now demonstrate the ILP formulation using the example system depicted in Figure 6 . The system consists of two cores each of which contains two blocks. We first look at the response time formulation. Consider τ 0 as example. Its response time R 0 is formulated as follows.
where R 0 is a non-negative real variable representing the response time of τ 0 . P 1,0 is a binary variable representing the partial priority order between τ 1 and τ 0 . Π 1,0 is a non-negative integer variable for linearizing the product of partial priority order variable P 1,0 and the ceiling term as in (34).
The delay for the output update function between τ 0 and τ 3 , namely R 
Next we look at the execution order implied constraints. Consider intra-communication τ 0 , τ 1 , τ 3 , τ 2 , which correspond to four execution orders: t 0,1 , t 1,0 , t 3,2 and t 2,3 . The corresponding implied constraints are Finally, execution order shall satisfy anti-symmetry and transitivity constraints, which amounts to the following t 0,1 + t 1,0 = 1 t 3,2 + t 2,3 = 1 t 0,3 + t 3,0 = 1 t 1,2 + t 2,1 = 1 (44) Transitivity constraints are trivial to consider for the example here. Consider enforcing execution order t 0,1 and t 1,2 , which seems to imply that t 0,2 is also be enforced. However, since the example does not have communication τ 0 , τ 2 , it is not necessary to consider.
The objective of the optimization is to minimize the use of unit delay RT block, which can be formulated as follows.
min t 1,0 + t 2,3 + t 3,0 + t 2,1
The final ILP formulation consists of constraints in the form of (40) for all tasks, constraints in the form of (41) for R 
